Facilitating Restorative Conferences

Join us for a 2-day skill building workshop:

September 9-10, 2015

Time: 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. (2 days)
Location: Columbus, Indiana

Cost: $300.00
Includes: Breakfast, Lunch, and Materials

Benefits:

- Effective ways to repair harm and rebuild relationships
- Facilitate behavior change
- Improve school climate
- Increased accountability
- Alternatives to suspension

Restorative conferences allow those who have been most affected by an incident to come together to share their feelings, describe how they have been affected and develop a plan to repair the harm done and prevent recurrence. The process is useful for K-12 schools, criminal justice, higher education and workplaces.

* Satisfy people's need to repair harm.
* Learn ways to respond effectively to serious incidents.
* Practice and receive feedback facilitating scripted conferences to reintegrate people who have caused harm back into their community.

Participants receive Restorative Justice Conferencing: Real Justice and The Conferencing Handbook, two books in one volume: the official training manual that provides a step-by-step guide to setting up and conducting conferences and actual conference stories to show how conferencing works and how it can change the way our society responds to wrongdoing in schools, criminal justice, the workplace and elsewhere.

To register:
http://go.iu.edu/HVe

To discuss options for on-site training events for your building or district, please contact: Sandi Cole cmcole@indiana.edu or Deborah Reichmann dreichma@indiana.edu